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A contingent of six Hungarian dairymen
stopped at the Black and White Holstein
Farm last Friday on the first leg of a U.S.
buying trip. Greeting them were William C.
Nichol (far right) and Jay Howe (holding

calf) of the Pennsylvania Holstein
Association, and Oscar Kennedy (next to
Howe) of the National Holstein-Friesian
Association.
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Penn Springs Bill Maid, shown here by her owner, Linda
Kauffman, brought a top price of $5OOO at the Penn Springs
dispersal salp on Friday. An average price of $845 was paid
for the 95 head which went under the gavel at the sale.

Cow Sells for *5,000
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dispersal for some time, and this
just seemed to be the right year

MORIARTY BUILDINGS, MC.
PO. Box 300

Ephrata, Pa. 17522
Phone 717-733-2312

to do it. Kauffman said he might
feed some beef animals over the
fall, but he plans to get back into
the dairy business after the first
of the year His temporary
retirement plans include a
vacation trip to Hawaii

E Clair and Kathryn Fisher,
Lewistown, paid the second
highest price of the day for a
seven-year-old cow, Sedgrose
Mary Texen They also paid $2OOO
for a two-year-old.

Dale W Hoffman, Bloomsburg,
paid $2OOO for a yearling, Glenn
Bowen, Wellsboro, bought a ten-
year-old for $2250, Duane Mat-
tocks, Troy N J., paid $1750 for a
four-year-old, and H D Matz,
Ephrata, bought a six-year-old
for $l5OO.
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planning analyst, talked about
the Pennsylvania Solid Waste
Management Act.

He said nopermit of any kind is
required for spreading manure.

Both Durr and LaCour, though,
urged common sense in the
disposal of manure saying the
two main things to avoid are
spreading too close to a stream,
or spreading on too steep a hill,
where rainfall could wash the
waste into streams. Grazing
cattle in a normal pasture
situation is not a problem under
this law.
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FSee your PATZ Dealer toda/I CALL 717-272-0871
MARVIN J.

HORST
Dairy Equipment and
Ammana Appliances

R.D. No. 1(Iona)
Lebanon, Pa.

Located onRoute 897 between
Schaefferstown and Lebanon,
over 30 years in business at


